Maths

When we add which way do we jump?

- forwards
- backwards

1. Chip had 10 sweets. Biff had 8 sweets.

How many sweets do they have altogether?

2. Dad had 15 books. Kipper gave Dad 7 more.

How many books does Dad have altogether?

3. Floppy eats 17 bones. He then eats another.

10. How many bones has Floppy eaten altogether?
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Writing

E.g.

- Mum
- Dad
- Coat
- Glasses

Noun - name of a person, place or thing.

Make a list of all the nouns you can see.

E.g.

- Biff
- Chip
- Kipper
- Dad
- Mum
- Floppy
- mon
- duck
- fishing rod
- chocolate
- ball
- bear
- hat
- food
- pen
- dog
- cat
- hook
- book
- tree
- teddy